GUIDELINES

- Passes are only good for the individual/family member it is purchased for/pictured. No PASSING off of passes.
- When using an Armor Pass, the actual pass must be present.
- Family passes are for IMMEDIATE family members living at the same residence - College school aged and under, ONLY.
- $10 replacement fee will be charged for lost passes.
- Passes are good for HOME contests only...excluding ALL SIAC & IHSAA tournaments.
- Passes will be revoked if not used within stated guidelines. Any misuse of a pass will result in the immediate cancellation of the pass. If this occurs, no refund will be given.
- School photos may be used for high school students. Adults and other students can send individual photo to btaylor@warrick.k12.in.us or one will be taken in the Athletic Office for use on the Armor Pass.
- Armor Passes are not available at the gate of events. Must be purchased 24 hours prior to first use.

Please list below the names you want on the pass(es):

______________________________    __________________________

______________________________    __________________________

☐ I have read and agree with the Pass Guidelines and understand the pass MUST be present to gain admission to contest.

Signature __________________________________________________________

Date __________________________